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Australian European Community  
Agreement on Trade in Wine
Australian wine producers are set to benefit from improved access to Australia’s 
largest wine export market, Europe, with the Australian Wine and Brandy 
Corporation Amendment Act 2010 to commence full operation on 1 September 
2010.  Corporate lawyer, Bianca Battistella examines the reforms.

The primary purpose of the Amendment 
Act is to bring into force the Australian 
European Community Agreement on 
Trade in Wine, which was signed on  
1 December 2008 in Brussels, by  
Australia and the European Community. 
The Community Agreement replaced  
an earlier agreement signed in 1994,  
and represented the finalisation of 
negotiations on outstanding issues, 
particularly in relation to:

• Geographical Indications (GIs),  
which are signs used on wines that 
have a specific geographical origin  
and possess qualities or a reputation 
due to that place.

• Technical Expressions (TEs), 
which are expressions used in the 
description and presentation of wine 
to refer to the method of production, 
quality, colour or type of the wine.

The Amendment Act will implement 
changes to both the Australian Wine and 
Brandy Corporation Act 1980 (AWBC Act) 
and the Trade Marks Act 1995. These 
changes will deliver many significant 
benefits to Australian wine producers, 
including:

• European recognition of 16 Australian 
winemaking techniques, in addition 
to the 28 techniques approved in the 
1994 Agreement, including the use of 
oak chips, spinning cone technology 
and reverse osmosis.

• Simpler arrangements for approving 
winemaking techniques that may 
be developed in the future, namely 
an automatic provisional approval 
mechanism, which is subject to a  
six month objection period.

• Simplified labelling requirements for 
Australian wine sold in European 
markets. Australian wine labels will be 
able to include optional information, 
such as the number of standard drinks.

• Protection within Europe for Australia’s 
112 registered GIs, including Barossa 
Valley, Bendigo and Margaret River.

• Defined use of a number of TEs, 
including restrictions on registration  
of a business name containing a TE.

The Amendment Act will also protect 
more than 2,500 registered European GIs 
and 12 sensitive European GIs that have 
previously been used to describe Australian 
wines, including Burgundy, Champagne, 
Port, Sherry and White Burgundy. This 
protection will come into force upon the 
commencement of the Amendment Act, 
with the exception of the sensitive GIs, 
which will be protected one year after 
commencement. Moreover, the use of the 
term “Tokay” to describe Australian fortified 
wines must be phased out within ten years. 
Wholesalers in Australia have five years to 
sell stock labelled with an European GI and 
retailers are entitled to sell all their stock.

Australian producers will also be 
prevented from using a range of European 
TEs, one year after the commencement 
of the Amendment Act, however 
the prohibition does not extend to 
translations of such expressions. 

Amendments to the Trade Marks Act 
are also necessary to implement the 
Agreement and to ensure that its 
application is consistent with that of the 
AWBC Act. Whilst restrictions on the 
registration of trade marks containing GIs 
already exist, the amendments will make 
it clear that trade marks that include a 
common English word that coincides with 
a GI, can be registered. 

The Amendment Act will also introduce 
more severe penalties for offences relating 
to inadequate record keeping, that are in 
line with those for more serious offences. 
This is intended to remove the incentive 
for a person to falsify, destroy or create 
inadequate records so as to avoid being 
prosecuted for offences carrying higher 
penalties, such as the sale, export or 
import of wine with a false or misleading 
description and presentation.

The AWBC will continue to be the 
statutory body that is responsible for 
investigating and prosecuting breaches 
of the AWBC Act, whilst supporting 
Australian wine producers in promoting 
the export, and maintaining the integrity 
of, their wine goods.
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Banks’ rights of set-off under the  
Personal Property Securities Act
This is the fourth of a series of articles that examines the impact of the  
Personal Property Securities Act 2009. In this article Corporate Lawyer,  
Llon Riley looks at how a bank’s right of set-off will be affected by the PPSA. 

It is anticipated that the Personal Property 
Securities Act 2009 (Cth) (PPSA) will apply 
from the beginning of May 2011 and 
with this date drawing closer banks and 
other deposit taking institutions need to 
understand how their rights of set-off will 
be affected once the PPSA commences.

This article only deals with rights of set-
off as they exist between deposit taking 
institutions and their customers and 
does not contemplate rights of set-off 
as between purchasers, retailers and 
manufacturers of goods and assignees 
of accounts (eg. trade debts and 
receivables).

What is the PPSA  
and what does it govern?

The PPSA creates one national regime for 
security interests over personal property. 
The national regime will be made up 
of the PPSA, the Personal Property 
Securities Regulations (PPS Regulations)
and the Personal Property Securities 
Register (PPS Register). The national 
regime also introduces substantive 
changes to the laws and practices that 
govern security interests.
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The PPSA governs security interests in 
tangible and intangible personal property. 
Personal property for the purposes of the 
PPSA is any kind of property other than 
land, fixtures, water rights and certain 
licenses and authorities granted under 
Commonwealth, State or Territory laws. 
Funds held in a bank account (whether 
or not the account is a trading account, 
savings account or term deposit) are 
personal property.

When determining what types of 
interests are security interests, the PPSA 
uses a functional approach as opposed 
to the traditional or formal approach 
currently used. Once the PPSA applies 
a security interest will be any interest in 
personal property that is provided for by 
a transaction that in substance secures 
payment or performance of an obligation 
without regard to the form of the 
transaction or the identity of the person 
who has title to the property.

Rights of set-off

Banks generally have a right to set-off 
over their customers accounts. This 
right allows a bank to use funds available 
in their customers accounts to satisfy 
debts which are owed to them by their 
customers. However, the bank’s right 
of set-off does not by itself limit the 
customer’s ability  
to use the funds available in their account 
and, in the absence of contractual 
restrictions to the contrary, customers  
are free to withdraw or deal with those 
funds as they see fit.

The PPSA will not apply  
to legal or equitable set-off

Basic rights of set-off are not security 
interests for the purposes of the PPSA 
and are specifically excluded from its 
application (see section 8(1)(d) of the 
PPSA). Consequently, these rights are 
not subject to the provisions relating 
to attachment, perfection, priority and 
extinguishment in the PPSA.

In the PPSA environment a bank’s basic 
right of set-off in their customer’s account 
will co-exist with any security interests 
granted by the customer in that account. 
A common example of when this might 
occur is where a customer gives an all 
assets charge over its property in favour 
of another financier. The bank’s right of 
set-off and the financier’s charge over the 
account will exist together and even if 
the financier wishes to enforce its rights 
in the customer’s account the bank will 
be able to exercise its right of set-off 
notwithstanding the financier’s security 
interest.

Flawed asset arrangements

While the PPSA does not apply to bare 
rights of set-off, the PPSA can apply 
if the set-off right is coupled with so-
called ‘flawed asset’ restrictions. Flawed 
asset provisions commonly restrict the 
customer’s use or withdrawal of the funds 
available in their account until such time  
as they have satisfied certain obligations.  
If the obligations have not been 

performed the bank is able to use these 
restrictions to ensure the deposit moneys 
remain available until such time as the 
bank is able to exercise its right of set-off.

Such flawed asset arrangements will be 
security interests under the PPSA when 
they in substance secure the payment or 
performance of an obligation. The bank’s 
right of set-off coupled with restrictions 
placed on the customer’s withdrawal or 
use of the funds in the account will satisfy 
the PPSA’s functional definition of security 
interest.

Caisse case – a Canadian example

The recent Canadian Supreme Court’s 
decision in Caisse populaire Desjardins de 
l’Est de Drummond v Canada [2009] 2 
S.C.R. 94 (Caisse Popularie) provides an 
example of when a right of set-off coupled 
with restrictive ‘flawed asset’ terms will 
amount to a security interest. 1

1  Caisse Popularie relates to the 
determination of a right of set-off in the 
context of Canadian tax laws rather than 
Canadian personal property securities 
legislation. However, the same principles 
and reasoning used by the majority of the 
Supreme Court in their decision should 
be applicable in the determination of this 
issue in the context of personal property 
securities legislation.
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Caisse Popularie involved the provision 
of a line of credit from Caisse Populaire 
Desjardins de l’Est de Drummond 
(Caisse) to its customer Camvrac 
Enterprises Inc (Camvrac). As security 
for the line of credit Camvrac deposited 
$200,000 with Caisee in accordance with 
a Term Savings Agreement and Security 
Given Through Savings Agreement. These 
two agreements provided that:

• Camvrac would deposit $200,000 
with Caisse and that Caisse would 
have a right of set-off in the deposit 
in respect of Camvrac’s obligations 
under the line of credit

• the deposit would be for a term  
of 5 years

• Camvrac could not negotiate  
or transfer the deposit

• the deposit could only be given  
as security in favour of Caisse

• Caisse could withhold repayment  
of the deposit for as long as the  
line of credit was outstanding.

Soon after the line of credit was made 
available to Camvrac, it defaulted on its 
interest payments and Caisee exercised its 
rights of set-off against the deposit.

In determining whether Caisse’s right of set-
off under the Term Savings Agreement was 
a security interest the majority of the court 
determined that it was. In reaching that 
decision the majority made the following 
comments: 

• The issue is not whether the right of 
set-off alone is viewed as a security 
interest. It is whether the arrangements 
between the parties as a whole 
(including the right of set-off and the 
restrictions on withdrawal) create a 
security interest.

• If the parties mutual intention is to 
create a security interest to ensure that 
the right of set-off will be an effective 
remedy there is no reason to think that 
a security interest does not exist. It is 
the substance of the agreement that is 
important.

• The fact the deposit was for a 5 year 
term and subject to the restrictions on 
the transfer or granting of security in the 
deposit is vital to the determination of 
the existence of a security interest.

Specific provisions of the PPSA 
applicable to banks who enter  
into flawed asset arrangements

Perfection by control

The PPSA provides that a bank can 
perfect its security interest under  
a flawed asset arrangement in respect  
of its customers account by control.

Priority of a bank’s interest against other 
parties who have a security interest in the 
account

Under the PPSA the method of 
perfection used by a bank for its security 
interest in an account will be critical in 
determining priority. Subject to the issues 
mentioned below in relation to employee 
entitlements, if a bank perfects its security 
interest by control it will be given a super 
priority over all other interests granted 
by the customer in the same account. In 
effect the bank’s right of set-off under the 
flawed asset arrangement will sit above all 
other perfected and unperfected security 
interests which the customer has granted 
to other parties in the same account (eg. 
the interests of another financier under an 
all assets charge).
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Priority of the bank’s rights in an  
account against employee entitlements

How a bank perfects its security 
interests in an account can also be vital 
in determining issues of priority between 
and the bank and the entitlements of 
employees on insolvency. Under the 
consequential amendments to the 
Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) and Part 9.5 
of the PPSA, the security interest of a 
bank in a customer’s account (other than 
a term deposit) will be subordinate to the 
entitlements of employees. This will be 
the case even if the bank has perfected 
its interests in the account by control. 
A bank’s perfected security interest in 
respect of a term deposit will rank ahead 
of employee entitlements.

However, the statutory subordination  
of a bank’s security interest in an account 
(other than a term deposit) as against employee 
entitlements can be overcome if the bank can 
satisfy both of the following:

• the bank has control of the account  
(this will beg established if the bank  
is the depositee), and

• the bank has made an effective registration 
on the PPS Register and that registration 
discloses in accordance with the PPS 
Regulations that the bank has control  
of the account.
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Overbearing wife is no grounds for dismissal
A security guard who was sacked after threatening phone calls were made to  
his employer by his wife has been awarded compensation for unfair dismissal  
by Fair Work Australia. Employment Relations Associate, Justin Le Blond and 
Law Clerk, Brett Watson explain.  

Commissioner Roberts described the 
wife of the Applicant in Lindsay Wade v 
Murray Security Services as “an aggressive 
serial pest” to the Respondent security 
company (MSS) but did not allow her 
actions to be imputed onto her husband 
for the purpose of terminating his 
employment.

Mr Wade was summarily dismissed by 
the Principal of MSS, Mr G Lawrence on 
19 April 2010 following the receipt of an 
abusive phone call made by Mr Wade’s 
wife. Mr Wade had been employed by 
MSS as a security guard since May 2008 
and was initially held in high regard by 
his employer. On or about June 2009, 
Mr Lawrence observed that Mr Wade 
“became more difficult to manage” as he 
came under financial stress.

It was at this time that Mr Lawrence 
began to receive regular harassing phone 
calls from Mr Wade’s wife, in which she 
accused him of “not looking after Lindsay” 
and disputed her husband’s wages and 
hours of work. In the period from June 
2009 to April 2010 Mr Lawrence claimed 
to have received several complaints from 
clients concerning Mr Wade’s conduct 
and issued him with three verbal warnings, 
of which the latest was 6 April 2010. 
Further, Mr Wade had been ignoring 
company policy by driving his own car 
for work purposes since April 2009. The 
car provided by MSS had broken down, 
and Mr Wade refused to drive the relief 
vehicle, claiming that it hurt his back.

In April 2010, Mrs Wade forwarded a bill  
of $117 to Mr Lawrence for use of the 
private vehicle. Mr Lawrence refused to pay, 
as he had already paid Mr Wade $50 with 
respect to the vehicle along with additional 
fuel expenses. Mrs Wade then rang  
Mr Lawrence and threatened him about 
paying the bill during a phone conversation 
which he believed Mr Wade condoned. This 
was, as Mr Lawrence put it, “the straw that 
broke the camel’s back” which resulted in the 
summary dismissal of Mr Wade from MSS. 

Mr Lawrence made it clear at the Fair Work 
Australia (FWA) hearing that this phone 
call was the final reason why Mr Wade was 
terminated, and that Mr Wade had adhered 
to all verbal warnings that had been given in 
respect of his misconduct. Commissioner 
Roberts of FWA found that since it could 
not be proven that Mr Wade was a party to 
his wife’s actions, and that all instances of his 
misconduct had been effectively addressed 
by verbal warnings, there were no grounds 
on which he could be justifiably dismissed on 
the basis of serious misconduct. 

There was no evidence of malice in the 
summary dismissal by Mr Lawrence, nor  
was there any ill feeling between him and  
Mr Wade at the hearing. FWA found his 
actions were of understandable frustration 
in light of  the harassment he had faced from 
Mrs Wade, but were nevertheless illegal 
under the unfair dismissal provisions of the 
Fair Work Act 2009 (Cth). As reinstatement 
was not appropriate, Mr Wade was 
awarded compensation which equated  
to four weeks’ wages.

This decision by FWA demonstrates 
that employees can only be justifiably 
dismissed on the basis of misconduct 
where the misconduct involved is directly 
and explicitly referrable to the employee. 
The employer in this case was clearly 
subjected to unreasonable harassment  
by the wife of an employee over a 
sustained period, however this could  
not be imputed to the misconduct of  
the employee.

www.piperalderman.com.au 6 September 2010
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Insolvent Trading – ASIC Releases  
Regulatory Guide for Directors
On 29 July 2010 ASIC released a guide to assist directors to understand and comply  
with their statutory duty to prevent insolvent trading. The release is particularly pertinent 
given the current financial climate. Dispute Resolution Partner, Tom Griffith and  
Corporate Lawyer, Paul Henry summarise the key points of ASIC’s Regulatory Guide.

The Australian Securities and Investments 
Commission (ASIC) has released 
Regulatory Guide 217 (RG 217) to assist 
directors in understanding and complying 
with their duty to prevent insolvent 
trading under the Corporations Act 2001 
(Cth) (the Act). It should be noted from 
the outset that ASIC regulatory guides 
indicate ASIC’s policy on specific issues, 
they do not have legislative force or 
constitute legal advice. Insolvent trading 
involves complex legal and accounting 
issues and it is therefore recommended 
that you seek professional advice to find 
out how the Act may apply to you.

When is a company insolvent

Generally a company is insolvent when 
it is unable to pay all its debts when they 
fall due. The Appendix to RG 217 usefully 
lists a number of indicators of potential 
insolvency. These indicators include:

• the company is experiencing 
difficulties in selling its stock,  
or collecting debts owed to it

• cheques are being returned 
dishonoured

• legal action is being threatened or has 
commenced against the company, 
or judgments are entered against the 
company, in relation to outstanding 
debts.

The list is indicative only and is not 
exhaustive. Directors should check that 
list and if their company exhibits one 
or more of those indicators then they 
should investigate and obtain appropriate 
advice about the financial position of the 

company. Further, RG 217 details a number 
factors which ASIC will take into account 
(and what evidence will be considered 
in relation to those factors) in assessing 
whether a director has breached his or her 
duty to prevent insolvent trading. These 
factors include:

• The information the director had at 
their disposal to form the view that the 
company was solvent, and how accurate 
that view was.

• Whether the director monitored the 
financial affairs of the company and 
made sufficient inquiries into its financial 
affairs  
on a regular basis.

What is the duty

The statutory duty to prevent insolvent 
trading is found in section 588G of the Act. 
Section 588G requires a director to prevent 
the company from incurring a debt: 

• if the company is already insolvent, or 

• if the company will become insolvent  
by incurring that debt or a range of 
debts including that debt, 

• if at the time of incurring the debt there 
are reasonable grounds for suspecting 
that the company is already insolvent 
or would become insolvent by incurring 
that debt. 

Section 588G has two levels of 
contravention – civil and criminal. A 
person commits a civil contravention 
where he or she fails to prevent the debt 
being incurred and he or she was aware 

that there were grounds for suspecting 
insolvency (or where a reasonable person 
in a like position would have suspected 
insolvency). A person commits a criminal 
offence where he or she fails to prevent 
the debt being incurred, and he or she 
suspected at the time that the company 
was insolvent or would become insolvent 
as a result and that the director’s failure to 
prevent the company incurring the debt 
was dishonest. 

Why does it matter

Upon commission of a civil contravention, 
the Court may make one or more of the 
following orders:

• Compensation order – pay 
compensation to the company equal 
to the amount of the loss suffered 
as a result of the director failing to 
prevent the company from trading 
whilst insolvent;

• Pecuniary penalty order – pay up to 
$200,000 to the government if the 
Court finds that the director’s failure 
to prevent insolvent trading is serious 
or materially prejudices the interests 
of the company or the company’s 
ability to pay its creditors;

• Disqualification from managing a 
corporation – the Court may, if 
considered justified, disqualify  
a person for a period that the  
court considers appropriate.

Upon commission of a criminal 
contravention, the Court may make  
one or more of the following orders:
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• actively trying to persuade, in writing, 
the other directors to not allow the 
company to incur further debt

• convening a meeting of the board 
to resolve that further debts not 
be incurred by the company, and 
ensuring such meeting is accurately 
minuted to reflect the attempt to 
prevent further debt being incurred

• obtaining appropriate advice as to the 
options if the other directors resolve 
to incur further debt despite the 
director’s dissent

• consider reporting the circumstances 
to ASIC. 

Conclusion

Whilst RG 217 should not be used as 
a comprehensive self-help manual for 
directors seeking to avoid breaching 
their duty to prevent insolvent trading, 
it does provide useful guidance for such 
directors. The actual steps taken by a 
director to comply with his or her duty 
to prevent insolvent trading will always 
depend on the specific circumstances of 
the company, and the size and complexity 
of the company’s business. It is important 
to remember that an insolvent trading 
claim may be brought not just by ASIC 
but by liquidators and creditors who 
may also take action against directors for 
failing in their duty to prevent insolvent 
trading. Ultimately the Court will 
determine whether a particular director 
has breached his or her duty to prevent 
insolvent trading. 

the company, when that action was 
taken and the results of that action.

ASIC’s four key principles

RG 217 sets out four broad key principles 
which ASIC considers directors should 
follow to meet their obligation to prevent 
insolvent trading. These are: 

• keep informed about the financial affairs 
of the company and regularly assess the 
company’s solvency

• immediately, on identifying concerns 
about the company’s financial viability, 
take positive steps to confirm the 
company’s financial position and 
realistically assess the options available 
to deal with the company’s financial 
difficulties

• obtain appropriate professional advice 
to help address the company’s financial 
difficulties where necessary

• consider advice and take appropriate 
action in a timely manner.

What to do if the company  
is already insolvent

If a director knows, or has reasonable 
grounds to suspect, that the company is 
incurring debts that it will not be able to 
pay, the director is required to take all 
reasonable steps to prevent the company 
from incurring further debts. This may 
include:

Criminal penalty – up to $220,000

Imprisonment – up to five years.

RG 217 sets out the defences that 
are available to directors in response 
to a civil claim for insolvent trading 
under section 588G(2). A director has 
a defence, if at the time the debt was 
incurred, the director:

• had reasonable grounds, and did 
expect, that the company was solvent 
at that time and would remain solvent 
even if it incurred the debt, or a range 
of debts including that debt

• had reasonable grounds to believe, 
and did believe, that a competent and 
reliable person who was responsible 
for providing adequate information 
about the company’s solvency was 
fulfilling that responsibility, and the 
director expected that, based on the 
information that person provided 
to the director, the company was, 
and would remain, solvent even if it 
incurred the debt, or incurred a  
range of debts including that debt

• because of illness or other good 
reason did not take part in the 
management of the company at  
that time

• took all reasonable steps to prevent 
the company incurring the debt. 
Matters that may be considered 
when determining whether this 
defence is made out include but are 
not limited to any action the director 
took to appoint an administrator to 
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The Possibilities of Pt X Deeds of Arrangements: 
CGU Insurance v One.Tel Ltd
On 4 August 2010, the High Court of Australia handed down judgment in CGU 
Insurance v One.Tel Ltd (in liq). Dispute Resolution Partner, Amanda Banton and 
Lawyer, Anna MacFarlane discuss the decision and what it means for Pt X Deeds.

Important Features  
of this Judgment

• A Pt X Deed may create an equitable 
assignment of the rights, such that 
obligations continue after the Deed  
has come to an end.

• The Trustee of the Part X Deed 
of Arrangement can continue the 
proceedings initiated against One.Tel, 
despite the Deed coming to an end.

• Serves as a reminder that the 
enforceability of the debt does  
notaffect a debtor’s liability.

Facts

Following the collapse of One.Tel, on  
12 December 2001 the Australian 
Securities and Investments Commission 
(ASIC) initiated proceedings against  
Mr John Greaves, a former director of 
One.Tel. On 4 September 2004, orders 
were entered by consent that Mr Greaves 
pay $20 million in compensation to One.
Tel and $350,000 to ASIC. Subsequently, 
Mr Greaves entered into a Pt X of the 
Bankruptcy Act 1966 (Cth) Deed of 
Arrangement (the Deed). The Deed 
relevantly provided:
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amount payable in respect of a claim 
made against” Mr Greaves and included 
judgments and settlements. The clause 
acted to bar recovery of the monies owed 
by Mr Greaves, but did not release him 
from liability for those debts. Accordingly, 
the Court held the $20 million sought in 
the Supreme Court Proceedings was a 
“loss”, because it is “an amount which  
Mr Greaves is legally liable to pay”. 
Liability and other’s ability to enforce 
payment are not the same.

The High Court’s judgment relied  
heavily on the specific wording of  
the Deed. In relation to submission 
regarding the operation of the  
Bankruptcy Act, the High Court stated:

It is not necessary to deal with these  
arguments. Indeed, in view of the  
fact that the form of Pt X now is very  
different from the form to which the  
parties’ arguments were addressed,  
it is undesirable to do so.

Nonetheless the judgment is significant  
as it highlights what can be achieved 
under Pt X Deeds.

• Mr Greaves agreed to assign to  
the Trustee of the Deed his rights  
under Directors and Officers’ Policy 
(D&O Policy) he held with CGU.

• The Trustee would apply any amount 
received under the D&O Policy to 
ASIC and One.Tel in discharge of  
Mr Greaves’ liabilities.

• Upon receiving judgment or 
settlement in respect the D&O 
Policy, the Trustee would execute a 
certificate (Clause 9 Certificate). 

• Upon the execution of a Clause 9 
Certificate, Mr Greaves would be 
absolutely released and discharged 
from liability in respect of the orders 
of 4 September 2004.

• Prior to the execution of a Clause 9 
Certificate, the Trustee and creditors 
would not seek to enforce the  
4 September 2004 orders.

Pursuant to the Deed, the Trustee gave 
CGU notice of the assignment, and 
commenced proceedings to pursue  
Mr Greaves’ cause of action in respect  
of the $20 million compensation order  
(the Supreme Court Proceedings). On  
30 November 2007 the Deed terminated.

The questions that lay at the heart of the 
appeal were whether the Trustee was 
entitled to continue the Supreme Court 
Proceedings, despite the fact the Deed  
had come to an end, and whether a “loss” 
(as defined by D&O Policy) existed for 
which CGU could be liable.

The High Court Judgment

The High Court held that the Trustee was 
entitled to continue the Supreme Court 
Proceedings. The Deed created an equitable 
interest in Mr Greaves’ rights in the D&O 
Policy in favour of the Trustee, who in turn, 
held those rights on trust for the benefit of 
the beneficiaries. In fact, the judgment stated 
that because it held that interest on trust, 
the Trustee was duty bound to get in and 
realise the value of the equitable interest, 
namely, to continue the Supreme Court 
Proceedings.

CGU submitted that clause 11 of the 
Deed continued to operate after the 
termination of the Deed and prevented 
the Trustee and creditors from enforcing 
the $20 million compensation order 
against Mr Greaves. Accordingly it argued 
that there was no “loss” to indemnify. 
Ultimately, the High Court held that on 
proper construction of the clause, it did not 
operate after termination of the Deed. It 
also stated that even if the clause continued 
after termination, a “loss” would exist. 
The D&O Policy defined “Loss” as “the 
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